### Art/DT
Twisting trees - soft sculpture  
Collage inspired by Henri Rousseau  
Skills focus - drawing / line overlapping leaves/branches  
Shape/pattern/texture  
Decision making for composition  
Chocolate - make truffles

### Science
**Sound:**  
Sources  
Investigate volume, vibration, pitch  
Animals - including humans: Healthy eating  
Digestive system  
Skeletons  
Muscles

### PE
**Dance:**  
Develop a knowledge of basic dance moves  
Memorise and perform longer routines  
Explore different styles of dance  
**Activities:**  
Simple problem solving in groups, pairs and individually  
Communicate ideas to solve difficult challenges  
Develop stamina and aerobic endurance

### History/Geography
Amazonian rainforest and Mayans  
Wildlife and plant life  
History of chocolate  
Research  
Presentation

### Amazonian rainforest and the Mayans
**Year 3 and 4**
**Term 3 and 4**

### Literacy
Poetry - descriptive Rengas [haiku + couplet verse]  
Descriptive writing about twisted trees building up from base layer  
Myth-Lu and the Moon  
Come to the rainforest - persuasive leaflet  
Cadbury world - recount  
Mayan creation story  
Books:  
The Great Kapok Tree  
The Shaman’s Apprentice  
Journey to the River Sea  
GPS plans separate

### French
Animals  
Learning vocabulary and phrases  
Writing short sentences  
Singing traditional songs

### RE
Exploring what it is like to be a Hindu in Britain today  
Worship  
Festivals  
Daily life

### Computing
Computer networks:  
Evaluating content  
Responsible use  
Introduction to databases - simple searches  

### Music
Gershwin  
Composing  
Playing tuned instruments
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